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CLOTHING

Wear what you love and be who you are. We want to
capture your unique style and personality! 

Be sure to choose a variety of colors and styles. Vary the
dress level: some dressy, some casual, some in between. 

Some shots are up close, others are full length. Plan outfits
from head to toe down to your shoes and socks. Don't

forget about the extras (belts, watches, sunglasses, etc.). 

3 outfits are recommended.



CLOTHING
COLORS

Solid  colors in gem tones look great in photographs.
Burgundy (ruby) 
Maroon (garnet) 
Navy (sapphire)

Eggplant (amethyst)
Dark brown (topaz)

Dark green, olive green, army green (emerald)
Dark gray
Dark tan 

Deep coral



PACKING & PREP

I will have a cart on wheels at the shoot, and we can put your
clothing in it. We'll be walking, so be sure your belongings are

easy to manage. If you have shirts that will wrinkle, please
make sure you have them on hangers. Once on location, we
wont be returning to the car in between changes, so make

sure that what you bring can be carried or placed in the
rolling cart. 



CHANGING ON
LOCATION

The locations for changing are intermittent and we work with the
restrooms in the area we are at. Please be prepared that while
shooting in downtown and on location areas, we may not have
access to a super clean changing area. Just be prepared to do
quick changes and know that in the end, your portraits will be

amazing if you can work with what we will have to work with the
day of your shoot. 



CLOTHING
WHAT TO AVOID

Please avoid clothing with very small plaid
patterns and fine pin-stripes. The small

patterns cause a moiree pattern in digital
images.  



COMPLEXION

We retouch blemishes, so don't worry
about minor breakouts. Regarding scars

and moles: we don't remove anything
permanent unless you request us to do

so. Our goal is to create images that look
natural. Just let us know your preference. 



HAIR

Avoid changing your hairstyle or cutting your hair
right before your session. Do it at least 6 to 10

days ahead of your photo session appointment. 

Please arrive with DRY hair. 



CASUAL

Your favorite jeans
Cargo pants
Board shorts

Henleys and tees
Hoodies

Denim jacket
Short sleeve shirt

Sweaters



DRESSY

Dress pants
Button down shirts

Jackets & vests
Suits

Button up sweaters
Dress shoes



EXTRAS

Hats
Watches

Sunglasses
Variety of shoes

Boots
Belts

Coat/Jacket
Anything that's you! 



SPORTS

Sports uniform
Equipment
Basketball

Bat, balls, mitt
Football

Tennis gear
Anything you love!



SPORTS/HOBBIES



SPORTS HOBBIES


